
SaasAnt PayTraQer's Advanced Financial
Integration for Online Retailers and E-
commerce Bookkeepers

SaasAnt PayTraQer enhances financial management for online retailers & e-commerce bookkeepers

with advanced automation & integration.

LEWES, DELAWARE, UNITED STATES, March 29, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- SaasAnt, a leading

provider of innovative accounting automation solutions, is proud to announce significant

enhancements to its flagship product, PayTraQer. These updates mark a pivotal moment in the

accounting automation industry, promising to streamline processes, enhance efficiency, and

empower businesses of all sizes.

Streamline Sales, Expenses, and More with Ease

PayTraQer offers a comprehensive solution for businesses looking to streamline their financial

processes. By seamlessly synchronizing all aspects of sales, expenses, fees, discounts, tips, and

shipping charges into QuickBooks Online, PayTraQer eliminates the need for tedious paperwork.

This integration allows businesses to bid farewell to manual data entry and embrace more

efficient and accurate financial management.

Effortlessly Track Sales and Expenses

PayTraQer is an easy-to-use accounting automation application for monitoring sales, fees,

expenses, and taxes across accounts, improving financial transparency. This instant insight

allows for informed decision-making, adaptability, and strategic adjustments to capitalize on

opportunities and mitigate risks efficiently. By consolidating data and providing advanced

analytics, PayTraQer identifies trends, strengths, and weaknesses, optimizes performance, and

empowers businesses to navigate financial management confidently, ensuring long-term success

in a competitive environment.

Seamlessly Handle Multi-Currency Transactions

PayTraQer simplifies handling international sales by effortlessly managing different currencies. It

adjusts to businesses' preferences, ensuring accuracy and compliance. It saves time, reduces

errors, and lets companies focus on core tasks. With PayTraQer, currency management becomes

easy, accurate, and stress-free, helping companies avoid legal issues.

Automatically Assign Accounts Based on Transaction Type

PayTraQer organizes business transactions automatically, saving time and ensuring accuracy in

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.saasant.com/app-paytraqer.html


financial records. With PayTraQer, companies can focus on essential tasks instead of sorting

transactions manually. This system improves decision-making by offering accurate information

on income and expenses. Overall, PayTraQer simplifies financial management, saving time and

ensuring business accuracy.

Preview Transactions Before Syncing

PayTraQer has a preview feature for financial transactions. It lets businesses review transactions

before adding them to QuickBooks Online. It helps catch mistakes early, providing peace of mind

and better control over finances. The preview ensures accuracy and helps meet regulations. In

summary, it boosts financial management by ensuring accuracy and confidence.

Track Income and Expenses with Automatic COGS Integration

PayTraQer automatically tracks the Cost of Goods Sold (COGS), making managing income and

expenses more manageable. It saves time, reduces mistakes, and ensures precise financial

records. Using PayTraQer, businesses skip manual calculations and concentrate on essential

jobs. It enhances the dependability of financial reports and analysis. In short, PayTraQer's COGS

integration simplifies financial management, saving time and boosting business accuracy.

Record COGS with Precision

PayTraQer records the Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) separately, tracking by SKU or category. It

helps businesses analyze expenses for informed pricing, inventory, and resource decisions. It

assesses profitability per product or category, improving operations and profits. In short,

PayTraQer's COGS recording boosts expense tracking for better decisions on profitability and

efficiency.

Group Sales with SKU or Location

PayTraQer offers a feature that categorizes sales based on product category, SKU, or location,

providing insights into sales patterns and aiding decision-making. This organization helps

optimize resource allocation, focus marketing efforts, and simplify data analysis. It ultimately

enhances decision-making, resource allocation, and performance tracking, facilitating business

growth.

Gain Strategic Insights Accurately

PayTraQer offers businesses a real-time view of their e-commerce performance, allowing them

to track sales trends, pinpoint top-selling products, monitor expenses, and compile detailed

reports. With this information, companies can make informed decisions that are instrumental in

achieving success. These insights empower businesses to adjust strategies, allocate resources

effectively, and capitalize on opportunities, ultimately driving their growth and prosperity in the

competitive marketplace.

Automated Data Extraction

PayTraQer automates financial record-keeping, saving time and ensuring accuracy by collecting

e-commerce transaction data. It reduces errors and allows businesses to maintain precise



financial records without manual entry, enhancing efficiency and freeing up resources for other

tasks.

Customize Accounts for Platform or Location

PayTraQer offers customizable account settings, allowing businesses to adapt their accounting

procedures to suit their specific requirements. Whether it's organizing financial data by platform,

location, or state (limited to US regions), PayTraQer provides flexibility and autonomy.

Simplify COGS Matching with Product Categories

PayTraQer streamlines the process of matching the Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) and tracking

expenses by enabling businesses to assign product categories. This functionality simplifies

financial management by organizing expenses efficiently and ensures precise record-keeping.

Easily Reverse Transactions

When it becomes necessary to undo a transaction, PayTraQer offers a straightforward process to

reverse synced transactions. This functionality ensures businesses have the flexibility to rectify

errors or make adjustments as needed, providing them with peace of mind.

Effortlessly Regenerate and Sync Transactions

PayTraQer provides businesses with an intuitive interface, making it easy to update settings and

regenerate transactions as needed. It ensures that companies maintain control over their

financial data at all times, allowing them to adapt and make changes effortlessly.

Automate Download and Sync with the Automation Feature

PayTraQer's automation feature helps businesses save valuable time by automating the process

of downloading and syncing data. This automation frees firms to expand their operations and

pursue growth opportunities, as the software takes care of routine tasks efficiently and

independently.

Advanced Integrations for E-commerce Bookkeepers and Online Retailers

PayTraQer integrates effortlessly with various payment platforms such as PayPal, Stripe, Square,

Authorize.Net, Clover, Amazon Pay, Braintree, and Pin Payments, as well as top e-commerce

platforms such as Shopify, Amazon, WooCommerce, Walmart, eBay, Squarespace, Ecwid, and

BigCommerce. So, e-commerce and payment gateway integrations with QuickBooks and Xero

were made easy for effective financial management. Whether you sell products online or

process payments in-store, PayTraQer has you covered. 

About SaasAnt:

SaasAnt is a leading provider of cloud-based accounting automation solutions, serving

thousands of businesses worldwide. Focusing on innovation and customer satisfaction, SaasAnt

empowers businesses to achieve their financial goals through cutting-edge technology and

personalized support. For more information, visit https://www.saasant.com/.
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